Name: Fridline Sibyl. (Dead.)
Name Pronunciation: [FRID-line Sibull].
Name Rhymes With: Fib line dribble.
Titles from highest to lowest: Ancient. The Great Ancestor of
Peace. Ancient of the Athenaeum who guards the oldest Library
along with Pippa Phantasma and Monavu. Her Magic Supreme.
5th head vespercestor from 1703 to 1710.
Pictured: To the left is Her Magic Supreme Fridline Sibyl from
a crystaleer capture at her coronation ceremony.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati magic.

Address: Mystic Steeples, Severance, Hoopenfangia. Fridline resided in a head
vespercestor’s suite during her reign.
Date & Place of Death: Circa 1710. Her corpse is normally enshrined in
elaborate alcoves, but designated people move Fridline’s corpse around Mystic
Steeples and even transport her body about in parades through Mystic City.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Severance, Hoopenfangia. / Black.
Magic Specialties: Some believe wisdom was Fridline Sibyl’s greatest magic
next to her oracles. Others believe, even in the era after her death, she can grant
them the keys to dominion.
Community Status: Present day Sanguinati still revere her. Fridline has statues
and paintings of her image everywhere. There is also a street named in honor of
her, and a stone statue of Fridline behind Shickbone Cathedral. In the Den of
Divination, stands a marble cast of her right hand holding her original wand. It is
with this hand and wand, that apprentices who have neglected their wands,
charge them for two whole days by connecting the instruments together.
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